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About This Game

The mysterious plane crash was only the beginning. Eight survivors are stranded in the middle of an unforgiving frozen
wilderness of Alaska. Don’t let it consume you. Find out the truth. Survive and live to tell the tale of The Wild Eight.

In The Wild Eight, always be on the move — it is your only way to survive and find out what happened with this mysterious
place. It is a challenging and fun game designed for both teamwork multiplayer and an immersive single-player experience.

Explore and Survive
Embark on the adventure into the ruthless arctic wilderness and uncover truth behind a mysterious plane crash that left
its surviving passengers to die.

Cooperate
Join with other players online (up to 8 players in one party) or begin the dangerous journey on your own.
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Hunt or Be Hunted
Gather resources, craft and improve your equipment at the camping site, escape blizzards and fight deadly beasts that
lurk in the woods.

Loot
Find the uncanny anomalies, strange laboratories and abandoned facilities, full of useful loot and even something out of
this world.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/539470/Police_Stories/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/625960/Stoneshard/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/671510/DESOLATE/
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cool simple game. i prefer the Dodge style; it works pretty well with most genres, but highly recommend setting sound
sensitivity to 400%/max.. I had to force myself to stop playing this game in order to write this review. Hard to believe that
something this simple could also be so beautiful. The perfect VR experience to simply relax to. No points, no score, no guns, no
enemies. This game is best experienced either standing or sitting, but ideally with some relaxing music playing. This is basically
a mesmerizing iTunes visualizer (you remember the good ones? From the early 2000's.) that you get to control. So, to make this
a proper review, the good:

1. This is pretty unique
2. It is exceedingly simple in design, but still elegant.
3. It is easy to get lost in this game just playing with the physics.
4. It runs surprisingly well given the CPU intensive nature of the physics.

So the bad (not really bad, just niggles.):

1. There are no options as far as setting. It's a blank dark expanse you stand in. Dev please add some choices for backgrounds. A
beach at night, the surface of the moon, etc.

2. No music either. There's plenty of open source chillstep music that would go perfect for this game.

3. Minor performance dips, i'm running an FX-8350 @ 4.2 ghz and a R9-290X and sometimes would see gameplay slow,
especially when the particles star clumping tightly. To the Dev's credit, framerates appear to stay solid, but the game time slows
to compensate.

For free this is an absolute must have for anyone with a Vive headset.. Pretty little funny game about powered flying ponies and
dirty female characterized firewalls.. I do like hard games but this game is very basic and has no real musle memory pattern to it
sometimes i complete levels by shear Luck. I could just be bad but i dont like playing games when im playing with my luck.
You can find games just like this for free online for the same expernces.. From what I can tell the campaign is impossible to
beat... so, good idea, but no thanks.. Game này chơi hay quá...Good Game. If you aren't already a fan, start with an earlier game.
Lots of content here, not all of it's great, but if you've stuck with SpellForce 2 games for this long, then keep going because it's
not like this is much worse than previous entries. I think the camera kinda sucks and managing units and hero skills is a chore,
personally, but maybe other people are used to it. The only real disappointment for me comes from not being super into this
game when I used to really like RTS games - and no one really makes RTS games like this anymore.. Short pro and con review,

Pros:
- good old strategy with the Blitzkrieg engine
- a lot of new toys (compared with CMC)
- rocket launcher systems ..

Cons:
- .. which are to strong
- every random-fight will be placed on the same map (yes, the same map !)
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A short dungeon crawler game. A Bad copy of the Legend of Grimrock. Just for one time play for the fans of the genre...Many
free DLC maps of the LoG 2 are mach better then this game. I do not put a minus only for the efforts of the author. This was a
neat little Gradius-clone, luckily I had beaten Gradius V not too long ago, so I still had a little "skill" left.. Since I cant play the
game because it starts up and fills the screen with only a quarter of the whole screen I cant leave postive feedback. Its not my
system. I don't have problems with any other games in my library and I keep drivers updated.. Not a must, but an acceptable
game to pass time with friends.

On one hand, arcade game mechanics (e.g. no dual stick support, limited credits, etc) make the game appear more difficult than
it actually is, on the other, they increase its replayability value. It would have been a great game had they adapted the game so
that we could move the crosshair and player separately.

Verdict: Barely positive. You're not missing out on anything.. Didn't work, no screen just audio once in the movie experience..
Avoid this one.

You will not get trained in Kanji, hiragana or katakana from this. At least not in any traditional sense. You are presented with a
bunch of tiles showing a character with the name or meaning above and you have to click on the right tile to move on. If you
don't know, you just keep clicking. This is where the "training" could happen in that it BRIEFLY tells you what the one you
clicked on is, but if you can memorize things that quickly, you're better off picking up an actual Japanese language book from
the bookstore.

There is less game to it than a visual novel. And it's certainly less interesting as well. If you already know Japanese and want a
little bit of practice you might consider this when it's on the cheap, but then you probably already have practice materials.

As others have said -- this is seriously misrepresented.. Short version
Has some decent ideas going for it, but not for the price they're asking.

Full review
https://youtu.be/r_LvWXiK3Dg
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